Introduction
 In the future reactor, the fusion reaction is expected to be sustained under the electron heating, where both T i and T e are high.
 Thus the characterization of the thermal transport for the plasmas, of which T i and T e are simultaneously high, is necessary.
 In the LHD, the high temperature regime was decoupled because each condition was obtained in different heating condition.
 In recent years, an integration of high T i and high T e with the simultaneous formation of an ion ITB and an electron ITB has been successfully achieved in the LHD by the combination of NBI and ECRH.
 In the presentation, we show the (1) Characteristics of plasma with simultaneous high T i and high T e , Comparison of the temperature gradient profiles  The dT i /dr eff increased not only in the core but also in the edge.  Ion-ITB structure maintained (slightly degraded).
Ion and Electron ITB
 The dT i /dr eff degraded around the center and further improved in the edge.
 The dT e /dr eff greatly increased in the core due to the e-ITB.
 The ITB position is different between ion and electron.
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T e /T i dependence of scale length of gradT  T e /T i rapidly increases in low n e regime due to the difference of thermal transport characteristics for ion and electron.
 Both R/L Ti and R/L Te were sensitive to T e /T i but the dependence was opposite.
Ion: R/L T improved in lower T e /T i ,
Electron: R/L T improved in higher T e /T i .
 The control and the optimization of T e /T i is important to obtain the best performance of combined ITBs. Change in core and edge gradT  The dT e /dr increased both core and edge.
 Opposite dependence of the ion thermal confinement on the "on-axis" ECRH power between core and edge,
-> Degraded at the "core" and improved at the "edge".  This is different phenomenon from a so-called transition because the thermal confinement monotonically changed with ECRH power, not non-linear.  Not only W e but also W i increased due to the formation of the pedestal-like structure in the T i profile. On-axis ECRH superposition
Lower n e case (1x10 19 m -3 ) Electron temperature  T e and the gradients increased in whole region, especially in the core due to the ITB.
Ion temperature  In the central region, T e /T i exceeded 1, then both T i and its gradient degraded, resulting in the largely flattened T i profile.  The dT i /dr increased in the edge, leading to the T i increase in wide region except for the center.
-> Seesaw like mechanism.  Although the dT i /dr around the center degraded, T i itself was not decreased even T e /T i exceeded 1 due to
(1) the improvement of peripheral T i gradient (2) the i-ITB maintained in more inward side compared with lower n e by decrease of the flattening area.
 Core T i can be increased by on-axis ECRH in the situation:
Improvement of edge T i > Degradation of core T i
 This is possibly realized in high n e plasmas and is attractive feature for a high T i scenario for high n e plasmas under electron heating dominant like DEMO.
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Response of ion heat transport on ECRH  R/L Ti degraded in 56% (9 -> 4) at the core but improved in 50% (28 -> 42) at the edge.
  i was small when the T e /T i was small both at the core and the edge even the dependence on Spatiotemporal structure of fluctuation  The structure of the n e fluctuation at the edge was measured using mw-reflectometry.
 The radial structure was segmentalized by ECRH superposition.
-> The correlation length of the fluctuation decreased.  By increase of ECRH power, the spatiotemporal coherence decreased due to the change of the correlation length and the lifetime.  Ion thermal confinement was found to be improved at the edge by "on-axis" ECRH even it degraded in plasma central region.  Core T i can be increased by on-axis ECRH in high n e plasmas. The feature is attractive for a high T i scenario with high n e under electron heating dominant such as DEMO.  The fluctuation structure at the edge was segmentalized and the amplitude decreased.
Future prospect
 It has not been clarified what agent modified the fluctuation, and improved the edge ion thermal confinement during "on-axis" ECRH. The data accumulation is necessary.
• Is the central ion thermal confinement improved or not by "edge" ECRH?
• Fluctuation measurement at the plasma center (HIBP, etc...).
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Radial electric field in ITB plasmas  The effect on the ion thermal transport due to the difference of the E r polarity has not been clarified. 15/14
